THE CONSCIOUS
STATE
SCHOOL

ACADEMY

STUDIO...

SCHOOL FOR GREATS

What are we?

The Conscious state is instigated by a group of scientists, artists, innovators and thinkers
from different backgrounds to empower the students of the nations so they can learn, get
educated through high masters/mentors, and to facilitate them with opportunities to secure
their careers be it in the form of higher education, jobs, entrepreneurs, designers, innovators,
artists, researchers, administrators, problem solvers. It shall be one stop for total learning to
guide the students through the schooling to the university until they become passionate
individuals and powerful thinkers who can hold crucial positions in building the nations.
The Conscious State is a school which provides the students resources, opportunities and
mentors upfront to empower them with technical and intellectual excellence in a relaxed
environment.

Motives

CST envisions itself as an institution for comprehensive and wholesome learning that will guide its
students right from the school to university level in a variety of fields, until they become
passionate individuals and independent thinkers with the ability to steer the course of nations.
CST’s Objectives:
To be a one-stop institution for Total Learning where students can perform the remarkable
journey from budding individuals to consummate professionals
To provide a platform where students can learn from masters’ practical insights, and
opportunities to pursue careers in the right niche
To be a center for creativity that conceives the greatest innovations and artistic expressions
To serve as a global hub for intellectual connects who can act as mentors for the students

If you want to be a Great one, think like a Great one
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CST is a School for the Greats

How do we achieve it?
We achieve our motives through the 3 segments of CST-

1.School
Art of thinking

Greatest Creations &
Artistic Expressions

Learning Methodologies
Art of Reading
Art of Writing
Art of Speaking
Art of Listening
Art of Teaching
Decoding QPaper
patterns

Using
Concepts
Storytelling
Case studies
Research
Papers

Syllabus
Competitive exams
Board exams

Think>>Organise>>Structure>>Execute

3.Studio
Art of expression

The intention is that this
place in major should be
run by the students so they
can practice
administrating themselves
and the place as well.
The learning happens by
following the four major
beliefs of CST
Inspire >>> Stimulate >>>
Equip >>> Make
Responsible
Their schooling shall equip
them with the thought
process so they can perform
the following on the back
of their hand.

2.Academy
Art of design

Here, learning shall translate into
design and materialise into physical
forms like jobs, higher education,
business platforms, innovation, design,
research and development, artistic
expressions.

School
Academy
Studio

It has a holistic
environment where our
students are nurtured in a
relaxed environment
among intellectual
fraternity.

Pilot projects
Research and
Development
Validating methods

Creations
Talks
Story telling,
Music,
Drama,
Painting,
Sculpture,
Spiritual sciences
and more

Projects in
Agriculture
Engineering
Medicine
Environment
Architecture
Aerospace
Rocketry

Designing
White paper
Research Papers
IP
Copyrights
References
Contacts

Reference
Contacts
opportunities
entrepreneurship

Think >>> Organise >>>
Structure >>> Execute
They can apply the Art of
Reading, writing, listening,
speaking and teaching to
become bold speakers,
readers, writers and
logical, matured
independent thinkers.
The students shall be
learning while doing as we
wanted our students to be
a combination of arts and
science. School is where
they shall understand the
need for self sufficiency
and self awareness in the
most efficient and
practical ways.
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About
SchooL

Mastering the art of thinking

If you want to be a Great one,
think like a Great one
A powerful thinker is a faculty
of universe and Nature, a Master
of a Trade that has the boldness
to make a Powerful
statement.Such Thinkers are
nurtured in the Nature,
understanding the patterns of
Nature and establishing the
relationship with unfolding
Universe, observing the science
of the common things, by
following the Innate Clock
that’s in alignment with Nature’s
clock.
A school where the self is
enriched with awareness has an
environment and an algorithm
that enables to discover the self.
‘There are two kinds of people
One who becomes ready for the
world and those who for whom
world shall become ready for.”
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We learn 'How' in the school
"How" stays with us, "what" is constantly evolving

We create research
groups who are well
aware of the research
composite and problem
solving and who have
their reach to the nook
and corner of the
world.
They perform fair
amount of homework
to design and execute
the business plan by
understanding and
relating to the
psychology of the
waters they want to
flood into.

Our major tools are
1) Research composite
2) Problem solving
Both research composite &
problem solving happen
simultaneously so the
student researchers can
integrate more ideas to the
existing trade plus fix the
technical bugs.
By this they can also
improve the performance
plus make it cost effective
by diversifying the
applications.

How of research composite

Observation Psychology
Our 4 major
steps while
performing
any activity
are:
1. Observe
2. Understand Students are
trained for skill
3. Relate
development in 3
4. Address

1. Understand the problem
2. Redefine problem statement
3. Find your answer
4. Set parameters
5. Introduce you + integrate ideas
6. Execute
7. Address

We don't see interesting thingswe rather look at the
interesting detail of everything

layers to get the
opportunities and
employment.

The researchers
observe and
understand the
psychologies of people
to come up with a
solution that serves
them the best.
These Researchers not
only find solutions for
a problem but they
make sure the
compatibility of the
solutions to the
community being
addressed. They then
work on the
amendments that
need to be done to suit
their needs.

When it comes to you- it has to become you
You have an element in your works that no one else
can bring in their's.

Our major study rule is
“Establishing the relationship with love,so that we empower
ourselves
in both technical and intellectual excellence.”
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Insights into Science & Arts
SCIENCE IS THE PATTERNS OF COMMON
THINGS, SO WE SEE AND BECOME AWARE OF
THE SCIENCE IN THE MOST COMMON
THINGS.
COMMON SENSE & OBSERVATION IS THE
ROAD WE BUILD TO APPROACH SCIENCE. IT
IS CRUCIAL TO HAVE A SCIENTIFIC
IMAGINATION
BECAUSE IF WE GO ITS
DEPTHS,

TO RECONNECT WITH EACH OTHER THROUGH
OUR COMMON ROOTS OF HUMANITY, WE
NEED A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF EACH
OTHER'S LIVES. ART ENABLES US TO ESTABLISH
A RELATIONSHIP WITH TRUTH.
THE APPROACH OF ARTS AT CST WOULD BE
FROM WITHIN, THROUGH THE INFORMATION
WE COLLECT IN OUR WORKS AND THROUGH
THE RAYS OF WISDOM FROM OUR HIGH
MASTERS

Be it science or arts, we have life in our works.

'A man's indelible efforts to outwit Nature are useless,
rather a man's efforts to relate to it are far more
meaningful.'
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Admissions

We want our students to become masters of their trade in different departments of
different mentors. We have a dedicated number of students allocated to different
departments, although we are open to accept phenomenal out of the box thinkers in
the school, It is our school students whom we want to progress into the academy on
a long run as they shall have an understanding of the functioning of the CST and
shall be equipped with the abilities to be a part and parcel of the fraternity.

Selection Criteria
"Question is whether you are cut out for it"

CST analyses who is actually cut out to get access to our mentors, i.e., who can and will
use these opportunities to bring phenomenal changes in society for the welfare of all.
The people here at CST have one thing most above all- 'passion' (hindi-junoon) and that
is what we look for in our new team members as well.
Currently, CST is taking admissions in two batches,
7th to 12th standard
Bachelors to Post doc.
The overall strength of the school shall be a very limited number of double digits and
these include residential and non-residential students. A student interested in joining
has to express their intent through an Expression of Interest(EOI) detailing their
persona; why they are willing to join us and where their interest lies. We take
references/EOI into consideration to shortlist the students so we could invite them
for a personal interview which shall be a dialogue between the faculty, student and
the parents.

“Powerful thinkers are a faculty of Universe and Nature –
we need people who allow the faculty within to express itself”
Content copyright@ The Conscious State

ABOUT
ACADEMY
Mastering the art of Design

A place for Ingenious
innovations and the Greatest
Scientists of all time

“There is a Great
difference between what
you want to become and
what you can become”
It requires one to
perform a passionate and
a phenomenal journey to
learn the trade and
redefining the trade
through his/her
personality.
One has to attain a state
of consciousness and
enriched with both
technical and
intellectual excellence
to address the world as a
Powerful thinker, by
unleashing and
exploring oneself to the
fullest.
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How Academy works?
Academy is the center for advanced learning and shall be the
heart of one of the important motives of the CST which is to be the
platform for the Greatest Innovations and Artistic expressions.
Here is where students shall be trained and actively taking part of
different scientific/entrepreneurial projects/platforms from
different departments so they shall be exposed to the principles of
the sciences/cutting edge technologies/research and
development. It is intended to give the students a platform to
design, innovate, explore their strengths and do what they are
passionate about, plus secure their careers/places through their
mentors who shall be guiding them.

“Academy is where students associate with professionals
who are into the code of CST - 3M’Mother Nature, Universal
Master, Me (Self) which is understanding Environment,
Universe Space and biology in scientific terms. This is where
they shall learn art of living and war”
A very important intent in working with the academic mentors is
that students shall get a chance to know of how these people
actually attained technical and intellectual excellence and has
overcome the odds to come up with original ideas.

Through our
Business
Platforms

Raising multiple entrepreneurial
platforms for Industrial and
Market applications.
Some of the solutions and
innovations were already in
business especially in the area of
agriculture, architecture, media,
finance, Education etc
collaborating with a variety of
organisations who are in terms
with us or skill development and
employment generation, provided
the students are trained with
research composite and art of
thinking/design/expression.

“Learn and see through the living souls”
Learning should unshackle a soul from all insecurities and unleash the liberated spirit to
endanger the insanity; such learning shall only happen in a pious environment through
enlightened masters who are in abundance in love.
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Mentors

The voice of experience of a high master is a Great Library in itself conveying the vastness of the universal
thought. Learning through them enables a young one to be aware of the responsibility they are vested with to
take the work forward.

Mr. Monish Siripurapu
Architect, Founder
of Ant Studios.
Opportunity to
work on the
CoolAnt project.
Gaining an insight
into biomimicry,
ancient cooling
systems and
properties of
different soil
Ms. Nikitha
types.

Mr. Kunal Naik
Space systems
engineer
Guide in
researches and
projects related
to space

Aerospace Engineer,
Founder of SSRED
Opportunity to learn
about space and perform
hands on projects
related to rockets, air
balloons and more.
For more information regarding our mentors, visit our website>>

Mr. Sunny Kabrawala
Rocket designer,
Engineer,
founder of STAR
research academy
Mentor in the
department of
engineering and
rocketry

Sir Sampath Kumar

Dr. Mayank Jain

Yoga teacher
ancient healer
Mentor for
spiritual practices,
yoga/spiritual
sciences and
ancient healing Dr. Subroto Mandal
methods

Stem cell
researcher,
enabling two
layers of
learning technical and
intellectual
learning.

Senior cardiologist in
Ubbantu Researchers,
co-founder of CST
Opportunity to work
with him and his team on
several scientific
projects related to
innovative ways of
approaching medical
operations.
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Projects

Platforms

Inspire>>Stimulate>>Equip>>Make Responsible

Current Projects

Greatest
Project MAYA
innovations &
Vertical farming
Artistic
CoolAnt
expressions
Nuffield’s International
Research &
scholar
Studio Labs
Sacred flames of truth
The Great Library
Projects
Spirullina cultivation
Space Talks
Domestic & International
Mentors &
platforms
Collaborations
Indian constitution
Observational Psychology
Magazine
Psychology
In various fields
Solar Engineering
Agriculture
Bio Fuels
Engineering
Aquaponics and
Medicine
Hydroponics
Environment
Healthy Living and Aging
Architecture
Cell Biology
Aerospace
Rocketry

Rocketry

1.School
Art of thinking

2.Academy
Art of design

Think>>Organise>>Structure>>Execute

3.Studio
Art of expression

When it comes to youit has to become you
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Collaborations & Organisations
Research and Studio Labs
Star Research Academy
Ubbantu Researchers
MSSRF
Pragati Research
Space payloads
Pragati stem cell
Lunagio Arts
Since the collaborations of CST are spread out across the
country, students of the academy can also meet us online and
learn.
Our collaborations are growing everyday
CST is the place where we can collaborate with many stalwarts in one place and
share their views in over all progress and development of mankind.
Every human being is unique and extraordinary. CST is the platform to explore,
view and experience, for every individuals.
Initiated by most Wonderful and awesome personality groups, expect unending
collaborations in future.

Connecting the 3I's
International, Interdisciplinary and Intercultural.
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About Studio
Mastering the art of expression

You measure you with the
awareness you have about
you , the Nature AND
Universe
- Ravi Tej.A”
The world of an Artist AND a
Scientist is entirely different.
They are aware of the thin line
differentiating knowing
things and feeling things.
Awareness expresses itself to
make the whispers of Nature
heard to those who are
unaware, through the eyes of a
powerful thinker to inspire,
stimulate, awaken, and
strengthen the weak and tired
souls.

Awareness in its entirety is
a feeling of enrichment, a
powerful phenomenon in
which one’s body, mind and
soul sets on a spectacular
journey unraveling the
secrets of nature, universe
and world, enabling one to
attain a higher conscious
state and real joy in living
- Ravi Tej.A
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Expressions of the studio
This is where the wisdom of our students shall find their voice so they become
well versed in communication and art of expression. This is where their
wisdom reaches out to the rest of the students as they apply their knowledge
and translate into design and express themselves by translating the scientific
equation into artistic forms, participating in dialogues and speaking out.
Studio houses many projects that spread across all departments so our
students get a chance to speak what they have learnt. Studio is where the
story telling happens. It makes sure to keep the communities informed of the
projects and opportunities in a unique way so the solutions are conveyed to
the subjects
Studio shall be the heart of the faculty of arts and science and serves as a
platform to deliver Scientific, Artistic, Intellectual expressions, where our
students shall be expertise in communication and art of expression. Here is
where students shall be in dialogues with intellects from different trades,
plus actively taking part of different entrepreneurial projects/platforms
from different departments so they shall communicate their voice and
wisdom. It is intended to give the students a platform to create, express,
explore their humane self and do what they are passionate about, plus secure
their careers/places through their mentors who shall be guiding them. Studio
predominantly serves the faculty of arts and it is the part and parcel of the
Academy.

“There is a Great difference between knowing things and
feeling things"
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Vision
Self Sufficiency Self Awareness by delivering Powerful minds
It is the intent that nations attain a state of self sufficiency, be it in terms of
delivering its people health, home and heart, or in terms of food, clothing and
shelter by filling the insufficiency through simple, organic ways by aligning
themselves to Nature’s ways, a phenomenon through which they shall also
attain Self awareness.
CST believes that we have to reinstate the most effective practical education
system in order to achieve this and work on students who form the heart of
the society, to generate organic minds and Nations so we can reinstate the
sanctity of our place.
The conscious state is established to empower the youth of the Nations by
facilitating students with an environment where they can study and go
through the natural phenomenon of allowing the self to create/unleash
itself into a powerful and a blissful personalities who could come up with
original ideas to address the insufficiencies and go towards self sufficiency by
becoming aware of the self and surroundings. Students need to be inspired so
their curiosity is stimulated which shall enable them to explore their passions
so they find their rightful places, plus evolve into Liberated souls, for which
they need relaxed environment, right mentors who could pass on the piece of
wisdom that infuses into their personality.

To make Nation self
sufficient
DeliveR TO ITS PEOPLE

health, home Food, clothes
& heart
& shelter
By adopting simple,
organic ways by
aligning themselves to
Nature’s ways

Self
Awareness

Values

We pride ourselves in respecting people and original thinkers
If there is nowhere else you could go – it is here you come
We respect people, nature and we are here to care for, educate, learn, empower our
people and reinstate the sanctity of our place and see powerful and joyful people for
the generations to come.
Respect
Care
Unite
Educate
Empower
Reinstate
Align with Nature
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Two major layers of learning
Learning through these 3 platforms happens majorly in 2 layers

Syllabus & exams
Research
Composites &
Problem Solving

Technical
learnings

Projects &
opportunities
Research Papers, IP,
white papers

Some thumbrules of CSTSee through the decorated lies
Never get carried away by names or numbers
Do what you have to do, peacefully and
effortlessly...

Learning in
the lap of
nature

Intellectual
learnings

Through Great
Libraries of our
mentors
Self
awareness Practical Principles &
Insights Thumbrules

Awareness in its entirety is a feeling of enrichment, a powerful phenomenon in which
one’s body, mind and soul sets on a spectacular journey unraveling the secrets of
nature, universe and world, enabling one to attain a higher conscious state and real
joy in living
- Ravi Tej.A
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Science is the interpretation of nature in
the form of an Equation
-Ravi Tej.A

Where do we do it?
Let nature do its thinking...

Digitally
Online
Media
Apps
Filmmaking.

On the field
Training the staff
Industrial training
Laboratories
Mentors

There are two types of people in this worldthose that get ready for the world &
those for whom the world has to be ready for
- Ravi Tej. A
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Where are we placed?
Education
Agriculture
Architecture
Health
Innovations
Environment

Software
Media
Advertising
Quality control
Data analysis

What all we address?
Illiteracy
Quality of
education
Poverty
Health index
Innovations
Happiness index
Quality of life
Unemployment
Self reliant India

Through our wide field projects
we address various social issues
and help enhance social systems
like health & education
One such example of a project
that has octopus benefits is the
vertical farming project->>

Employment

Quality of
life

Educating
Students

Training
rural
people

Vertical farming

Economy

Health
Index

Safe
food
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“My Master being Universe...Mother to be Nature..Me
being conceived through such vastness of love, I am
Powerful enough to cure all insanity of the world,
in the self and the surrounding”

WE ARE
THE CONSCIOUS STATE

Liberate and Enjoy Meaningfully...

Research Bases :- Chennai & Hyderabad

Phone no. :- +91 830 351 4928

Website :- http://theconsciousstate.org/
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